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Abstract
Handsfree interfaces provide a nice solution to add-on devices
in car platforms. However, the amount of acoustic
disturbances existing in automotive environments usually
prevents satisfactory results. In most of the cases, noise
reduction techniques involving a voice activity detector
(VAD) are required. Through this paper, a robust microphone
array processing technique for speech detection under the
influence of noise and reverberation in an automobile
environment is proposed. This method applies a simple twomicrophone First Order Differential Microphone in order to
estimate the power spectral density of the background
perturbations embedded in speech signals. Afterwards,
specialized order-statistics filters (OSFs) are applied in order
to obtain a consistent speech/non speech decision. The paper
also includes a performance evaluation of the algorithm using
Aurora3 database recordings. According to our simulation
results, the proposed algorithm shows a significantly better
performance than standard VADs such as G.729B or ARM
and, a slight advantage over other reported methods.

1. Introduction
Speech uttered inside a car is perturbed by an appreciable
amount of noise and reverberation. Several solutions to
overcome this problem may be emphasized, as microphonearray based techniques. Usually, Array Beamforming [1] is
combined with other techniques as Independent Component
Analysis [2], Spectral Subtraction [3] or Linear Prediction
Analysis [4].
In a car cockpit those structures may also benefit from the
fact that desired speakers, mainly the driver, are placed in a
constrained region [5].
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reverberation and noise estimation purposes, and its
application to order statistics filters (OSFs) [8] is presented.
Essentially, this approach applies a FODM, operating in the
time domain to determine the contribution of desired speech
signals in a constrained region (see Figure 1) against any other
sources. In a second step, detected interferences are smoothed
in the frequency domain for a robust estimation of the
speech/non-speech divergence.

2. First-Order Differential Microphone
2.1. Overview of the First-Order Differential Microphone
The First-Order Differential Microphone (FODM) array
proposed in this work may be seen in Figure 2. As it may be
noticed, signals provided by a pair of omnidirectional
microphones, separated a distance d, are combined each other
applying a fixed delay T= kĲ. That delay is always expressed
as a multiple of the sampling period W, where k 1 is a natural
number. On the other hand, channel mixing is controlled for
both branches by a steering parameter ȕ, restricted to the
range [0.0, 1.0]. Finally, the output is obtained subtracting the
result of one individual branch from the other.
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Figure 2: Structure of the two-microphone First Order
Differential Microphone (FODM).
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Figure 1: Framework for the working
scenario indicating driver active area.

Through this paper, a VAD based on the use of a FirstOrder Differential Microphone (FODM) [6][7] for

The FODM, despite of its simplicity, recalls the behavior
of a null beamformer controlled by the E parameter. Its
transfer function shows for a frequency f<fs/2 a sharp notch at
an angle M given by [9]
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where f is the frequency of the signal, fs the sampling
frequency, d the microphone separation, and c the sound
propagation speed.

Moreover, the effective steering range depends on three
different parameters: fs, k and d. (see Table 1).
fs
8000 Hz

k
1

11025 Hz

1

16000 Hz

1

d
5 cm
10 cm
20 cm
5 cm
10 cm
20 cm
2.5 cm
5 cm
10 cm
20 cm

Steering range
[-55.6º, +55.6º]
[-24.4º, +24.4º]
[-11.9º, +11.9º]
[-36.8º, +36.8º]
[-17.4º, +17.4º]
[-8.6º, +8.6º]
[-55.6º, +55.6º]
[-24.4º, +24.4º]
[-11.9º, +11.9º]
[-5.9º, +5.9º]

Table 1: Attainable steering ranges for different
combinations of parameters fs (sampling frequency), k
(a multiple of the sampling period) and d (microphone
separation).
Equation (1) establishes a useful connection between the
incoming angle, corresponding to a particular source M and the
FODM steering parameter ȕ. It is important to note that the
above association depends also of signal frequency f. This is
an undesired effect, as for broadband signals like speech, there
is not a unique steering factor in order to produce the
cancellation of incoming sources arriving from an angular
direction M. In fact the only exceptions to the previous rule are
the following beta values: ȕ=0.5, ȕ=0.0 and ȕ=1.0, that is, the
broadside (0º) and both endfire angles, as shown in Table 1.

More exactly, this procedure takes place for every bin in
the frequency domain, so that, FODM output signals (s0.5(t),
s0.0(t) and s1.0(t)) are segmented in overlapped windows and
transformed using the short-time Discrete Fourier Transform.
A set of subtraction weights is then given by
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where m is the frame index, k is the frequency bin and, Ș(k) is
an equalizing function for compensating individual frequency
bandwidths, inherent to the operation of the FODM structures.
The role of Ș(k) (see Figure 4) is to compensate measures
obtained for low and high frequencies. The function is
calculated applying (2) for an incoming signal with M=0º and
containing white noise. Normalized coefficients are obtained
by means of
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where 0 k L-1 and L is the FFT window size.

2.2. Noise and reverberation estimation
Frequency-dependent estimations of the amount of noise and
reverberation presented in the system input will be carried out
comparing FODM outputs for the three cases previously cited.
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Figure 4: Representation of function Ș(k).
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The meaning of the maximum operation in (2) is to obtain
a unified estimation of background activity since further
attenuations on signal levels indicate a more accurate tracking.
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3. Speech Detection Algorithm
WFODM(Ȧ)

Figure 3: General framework of the structure based on
the FODM to obtain noise-adaptation weights WFODM.
The structure of the method is shown in Figure 3. In this
case, the output corresponding to broadside (ȕ=0.5) will
describe signal contents regarding possible locations for the
car driver, whereas the other two outputs will be linked to
background interferences. It is important to notice that FODM
outputs ideally contain signal components not arriving from
the tracking angle. This means that an active source that is
located in the center of the array must be eliminated in greater
measurement when the beam is focused towards this position.
In the same way, constrained endfire outputs (ȕ=0.0 and
ȕ=1.0) constitute valid references of environmental
degradation.

Weights WFODM(m,k) may be considered a set of
frequency-dependent VAD measures for frame m as they
constitute the basis for the subsequent speech detection
algorithm. The method uses different order-statistic filters for
the estimation of the SNR. The first filter is applied to
individual weights at frame m, in order to obtain a smooth
estimation W(m) which is given by

W m
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where Į= 0.6 and Qx[Y] stands for the x-quantile of a serie Y.
A second OSF is used to enhance the robustness of the
speech/noise decision by exploiting long-term spectral
information over a N-frame neighborhood

Wx m
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where practical values of N are in the range [5, 10].
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The above filter is applied twice for instantaneous speech
and noise measures
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where İ= 0.7 and Ȗ= 0.1 are respectively the quantiles
associated to the speech and noise estimations at frame m,. In
addition, SNR is computed as follows

SNR m

S m  NO m

(8)

Ramírez VADs. However, that improvement is reduced in the
area corresponding to high HR1.
It is important to notice that although the FODM VAD
exploits a two-microphone array, SpeechDat Car databases are
not array-processing oriented, as far-talk sensors are not
matched. In addition, the disposition and distance
(approximately 20 cm) between microphones m2 and m3, are
far from optimal, thus representing non ideal working
conditions. However, that fact also reveals an inner robustness
of the method against microphone disparities.

where NȜ(m) correspond to smoothed estimations of noise in
order to track non-stationary noisy environments. Their
adaptation, only during non-speech periods, is done as follows
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where Ȝ= 0.99.
Thus, if the SNR is greater than a threshold Ș, the actual
frame is classified as speech (H1), otherwise it is classified as
non-speech (H0)
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Finally, for initialization the algorithm, the first frame is
assumed to be non-speech
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N 0

W 0

(11)

4. Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the performance of the method described
through this paper, several experiments were conducted. First,
misclassification errors were studied at different SNR levels
by means of the receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
curves. Also, the influence of the proposed VAD on a speech
recognition system was assessed. Standard VADs as G.729B
[10], AMR [11] and AFE [12], as well as methods reported by
Sohn [13] and Ramírez [8] were used for reference.
4.1. Analysis of the ROC curves
The speech material used for the analysis is part of Aurora3SpeechDat Car Finnish database [14]. This corpus, containing
realizations of connected digit and uttered in a realistic
automobile environment, is divided in two sets: train and test.
Both sets are divided into three different categories related to
the amount of distortion existing in those recordings: quiet
(SNR 12dB), low (SNR 8 dB), and high (SNR 5dB). In our
experiments, channels ch2 and ch3 (microphones placed at the
ceiling of the car in front of the speaker) were used. The
speech corpus was hand-labeled on the close talking
microphone (channel ch0) to obtain the speech/non-speech hit
rates, HR1 and HR0 respectively.
Figure 5 shows the trade-off between speech pause hit rate
and false alarm rate FAR0 (FAR0= 1.0-HR1). The proposed
VAD works with lower alarm rate and higher speech-pause hit
rate when compared to standard methods, especially over
G.729B. Although, the working point for the AFE method is
up in the ROC space, that situation is far from optimal, since
HR0 is lower than 70%. The result is that an excessive number
of noisy frames are hold for the rest of the recognition
process. The FODM VAD also outperforms Sohn and

Figure 5: ROC curves for the three driving conditions as
threshold varies. WFODM(m,k) weights were computed using
L=512 points for the FFT and Wx(m) were calculated with
N=8.
4.2. Speech Recognition Results
Several speech recognition systems were tested using the
framework presented in Figure 6. As it may be seen, VAD
decisions are used for frame dropping purposes in order to
improve recognition accuracy. A shared recognition system is
built based on HTK (Hidden Markov Toolkit) package [15].
train (ch2 or ch3)
Aurora 3
train
subset

Aurora 3
test
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Speech Recognition Engine
HTK
MFCC Front-end
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Figure 6: a) Baseline non-robust speech recognizer.
b) Enhanced system incorporating a frame dropping
mechanism applying VAD decisions to the same
speech recognition engine.
Recognition experiments were established by selecting
different materials from the training set of the database: set A
includes files labeled as quiet, set B incorporates also files
with low distortion and, finally, set C comprises all the
training material available. The test material is the same for
the threes cases and consists on 3126 words covering the full
range of noise conditions.

Word Error Rate
Train
subset

No VAD

Set A
Set B
Set C

48.66%
10.72%
9.60%

Standard VADs

Other reported VADs

G.729B

AMR1

AMR2

AFE

Ramírez

Sohn

33.88%
16.25%
14.40%

26.94%
9.28%
8.51%

25.92%
8.39%
7.80%

28.73%
8.77%
7.93%

24.29%
7.95%
7.69%

22.11%
8.24%
7.68%

FODM
25.10%
7.87%
7.62%

Table 2: Recognition results for the AURORA3 SpeechDat Car Finnish database.
Table 2 shows the word error rate (WER) for the three speech
recognition systems. As it may be seen, the proposed FODM
algorithm outperforms the VADs used for reference, being the
improvements more relevant when compared to the standard
methods. The recognition accuracy is slightly better than Sohn
and Ramírez VADs except, when there is a highly mismatch
between training and testing sets. However, this configuration
does not correspond to a real working speech recognition
system, as the recognition accuracy is excessively low.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a robust microphone array processing
technique for speech detection under the influence of noise
and reverberation in an automobile environment. The
proposed method uses a simple two-microphone First Order
Differential Microphone to obtain a first estimation of
background perturbations embedded in speech signals.
Afterwards, several order-statistics filters are applied in order
to produce a consistent speech/non speech decision. This work
includes several evaluations carried out with real data taken
form the Aurora 3 database. The proposed algorithm
outperforms G.729B, AMR1, AMR2 and AFE standards and,
other VADs among the best reported, in speech/non speech
detection capabilities. Also, speech recognition experiments
show a noticeable and consistent reduction in word error rates
when the VAD is included as a component of the recognition
engine.
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